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Introduction
People largely seek happiness through the pursuit of pleasure and the avoidance of pain. This
approach is hardwired into our species and there’s nothing wrong with it except that it is unreliable—
it doesn’t really work. What really makes us happy is when we follow what our spirit wants to do,
regardless of whether it causes us pleasure or pain. If you follow what your spirit wants, you will
always be happy whether things are going your way or not! A lot of folks these days don’t have a clear
idea of how to get in touch with their spirit, so what follows are seven core practices that will get you
in touch with your spirit and make you truly happy, followed by several tips that simply make dayto-day life easier and more fun.
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7

core practices that will make you a happier person

1. Keep your mind quiet
2. Meditate daily
3. Practice mindfulness
4. Exercise daily
5. Be honest with yourself
6. Choose to be happy
7. Love a lot and laugh a lot
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Well, he was just such
a bad candidate. You know, what
really turned me off on him was
that video where he was
promoting himself but
actually...
Oh @#$% !
I forgot to pay my credit
card bills last week

That celebrity
looks so bad in that
skirt. Why is she famous
anyway?

I need to
remember to ask for
those days off .

Let’s see a yogurt for breakfast,
170 plus a bar at 11...
so 400 calories
so far

Quiet.
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1. Keep your mind quiet
If there’s only one thing in this book you pay attention to, this should be it. Our incessant internal
dialogue—all of the strategizing, defending, regurgitating and worrying that we do—covers our true nature.
When you stop thought, you directly experience that you are made of light, Consciousness, God (you
choose your favorite word).
Keeping the mind quiet won’t make you unconscious or an idiot. Rather you become wiser as you begin
to see the vast wisdom that is at your core. You’ll find that you begin to understand things without having
to think them through and that you have access to greater knowledge that isn’t available to you when your
mind is a cyclone of thoughts and concerns.
But keeping your mind quiet is hard to do in our digital, socially-networked world, where we are constantly
bombarded with information and never out of reach from...anyone! How do you do it? The answer is
simple—you meditate.
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Tips that make everyday life easier and more fun
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Follow the 7‑second rule.
You have about 7 – 10 seconds before a thought gets stuck in your mind. When a negative or
unhealthy thought arises, redirect your mind immediately before the thought gets stuck in a
tape loop in your mind.
If you’re having a difficult time redirecting your thoughts, you can immerse your mind in
a magazine, newspaper or book; you can listen to audio books or talk radio, or work on a
project or hobby that completely absorbs you—whatever it takes to substitute the negative
or stressful thought with something higher. (Music alone is usually not effective as an aide
in mindfulness because your mind can still easily wander while listening to music.) For
those who have a spiritual teacher they love, the most powerful and effective way to still
the mind is to move your mind to an image of him or her.
Using this technique of switching your mind away from a negative or stressful thought before it takes hold
isn’t meant to imply that you shouldn’t address the issue that is causing the troublesome thought. Instead the technique
is useful when there is no action that can be taken at the time and the best thing to do is push the thought out of your
mind. For example, if you are unemployed and looking for a job, you should of course do everything you can to find
a job. However, once you’ve done all you can for the day, it doesn’t help your search to worry about it at night since
worrying drains your energy. So as worry starts to seep in, employ the 7-second rule to keep it at bay. Another example
is, suppose you and your partner broke up after many years together and when you think of him or her, it makes you
feel really sad. In this case, employ this technique when you notice the thought of your ex creeping into your mind, so
you can prevent the thought of him or her from getting stuck in your mind.

Follow the energy.
When you are making changes or moves in your life, follow the option
where you feel more energy. Sometimes one choice will feel flat, while
another choice that may not make as much practical sense has a flood
of positive energy behind it. When you follow the one with energy, you
are following the option that is more correct for you and it will lead to
something better than you could have imagined.
Please note that you have to be honest with yourself on this tip. It is not
meant to be taken impractically. For instance, unless you’re independently
wealthy, you shouldn’t weigh options like whether there is more energy
in accepting a job you’re not excited about versus not working. In this
instance, if there isn’t a job that has energy, you should take the one
you’re not excited about. You will be much happier being able to pay the
bills than being unemployed and broke. Then in the meantime, you can
search for a career that has more energy and is more exciting to you.
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Use jealousy to show you what you should be
working on.
Jealousy has nothing to do with the person you are jealous of. When you feel
jealous of someone, the feeling is really pointing to the fact that it’s time for
you to work for the thing you’re jealous of. For instance, if a friend tells you
about a jump she made in her career and you feel a twinge of jealousy, it means
you need to make a jump in your career or in your life. It doesn’t mean that
you need to make the same kind of jump, but rather that you need to look at
whether you’re being too complacent in your life and whether it is time to step
it up by taking new classes, getting a new certification, writing a book, etc.
Now don’t confuse jealousy with the feeling you have when people try to make
you envious of them by broadcasting how fabulous their lives are. Anyone who
is trying to win the envy of others is usually quite insecure and is doing it to
squash a feeling of inadequacy they have. People who are rich, beautiful or
smart that are confident, don’t try to make you envious of them. The best
response to someone who is trying to do this is to not react at all, but if you
need to react than you can feel compassion for their insecurity.

Don’t knock others who are successful. The only
person you should be competitive with is yourself.
There is enough success for everyone, so there is no need to knock someone else’s
success. You can use other people’s accomplishments to inspire you, but being
competitive with others isn’t helpful because it shifts your state of mind to a more
primitive one based on fear and territoriality, which isn’t a happy place to live inside
your mind. Besides, being competitive with others doesn’t help you win anyway. In
fact, you’ll be more “in the zone” and perform better when you just focus on your
own work without the distraction of monitoring your competition.
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Bring your full attention to what you do.
With the advent of email, cellphones, text messaging, the Internet, etc. there are numerous ways for
our focus to be interrupted. But when our attention is diffused, we don’t approach our interactions
with people or our work with the same level of energy and intent that we do when we are focused.
When we approach people in a scattered way, we don’t hear, understand and ultimately relate to
them as well. When we approach work without our full attention, our work is not as clear and crisp,
it takes longer to do and is not as satisfying to do as when we are focused. Even watching a movie while
multi-tasking diminishes the experience. A movie takes you on an emotional journey, but when you
switch your attention to texts, emails and phone conversations, your attention is leached out and the
movie isn’t as funny, poignant or thrilling. In other words, when you don’t bring your attention
to what you do, you miss all the good stuff. When you bring your full attention to work, play and
relationships, they’re more intense, enjoyable and satisfying.

Have integrity.

“

You are only afraid if
you are not in harmony
with yourself.”

Hermann Hesse

Lying, cheating or stealing for personal gain may give you a short-term feeling
of happiness, but over the long run these actions will make you very unhappy.
While these actions may not always hurt others, they will always hurt you.
When you act without integrity, you end up spending an enormous amount
of energy denying the actions were wrong—either by constantly pushing them
out of your mind or by thinking things like, “They can afford it,” “She won’t
really notice,” or “They deserve it.” The problem is when an action doesn’t
have integrity, it will continually rise to the surface and niggle at you and
prevent you from having a happy, peaceful mind.

If it makes you sad, turn it off...
If watching a romantic comedy makes you pine for the perfect relationship
and you didn’t feel this painful longing before watching, then don’t watch that
kind of movie. If a song makes you miss an old lover or makes you sad in some
way, then don’t listen to it. It’s so simple. There’s no rule written anywhere
that you have to feel sad or suffer over the past. If a song, movie, book, TV
show, etc. makes you feel unhappy, turn it off. Although it’s true that some
people love their pain and love to indulge in sadness, you don’t have to.
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Limit TV time.
Watching TV is a passive activity that keeps us from living our own lives, from
going out and experiencing ourselves the stories that show up on TV. This in
itself is reason enough to turn it off, however a more compelling reason to
turn off the TV is that it is incredibly draining and dulling. Do an experiment
to fact check this for yourself. When you are feeling really upbeat and full of
things you want to do, sit down and watch TV. After you have been watching
for an hour, check your state of mind and see if you still feel that energy of
potential. For most people, after they’ve been watching TV they feel really
dull. Not bad, just uninspired and flat. This is not a happy feeling.

“

I don’t watch TV.”

Jim Lehrer
Anchor of PBS NewsHour
from 1975-2011 and author
of 20 novels, 3 plays and 2
memoirs, when asked how
he accomplished so much.

There are a lot of great TV shows these days, so this tip is not a knock against
them, rather it’s simply helpful to know that watching TV is draining so you
can properly manage your TV consumption by 1) limiting the amount you
watch and 2) properly timing when you do watch. You shouldn’t watch TV
before you need to do activities that require inspired energy like school work,
art work, writing, etc. Get the work of the day done first, then watch TV once
no more “brain power” is required for the day.

Watch out for other
media that make you
feel weird or bad. For
example, most fashion
magazines will make you
feel icky in short order.

Reduce your time on the Internet.
The Internet is a tremendous depressant. After spending fifteen or twenty
minutes reading the web, you feel less energized, less hopeful and worst of
all, less motivated, regardless of the content you’re reading! Fact check this
for yourself. When you are feeling good one morning, write down your state
of mind and what you feel like doing for the day, then surf the Internet for
twenty minutes. Next, look at your state of mind. How do you feel—do you feel
differently than you did twenty minutes ago? Most people find that surfing the
Internet takes their edge away. The remedy is to be quick and efficient when
doing online banking or shopping transactions and to reduce the amount of
time spent reading and watching mindless “entertainment.” You can even
download information from the Internet and read it offline. I promise you
will feel better if you follow this tip!
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Resources
For more resources and tips visit how2behappyblog.com.

About the Author
Sara Weston has been meditating for over twenty years and is
happy all the time, even when things aren’t going her way.
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If you enjoyed this sample, you can buy
the book at:

Amazon.com

Amazon.co.uk

Amazon.de

For more resources and tips visit
how2behappyblog.com or connect on
Facebook.

